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This edited volume (written in German) attempts to throw a new and altogether different light on 
the history of the city under communist regimes. Instead of sketching the classical portrait of an 
overdominant central state or of the ideal-typical socialist spatial and urban utopia’s, the papers in 
this volume focus on the impurities of actual planning practices in concrete urban settings. 

Divided in three parts, the book first discusses the way municipal government conquered a 
degree of leeway or ‘Handlungsspielraum’ in what is generally considered an extremely centralist 
state. The second part describes the permanent failure of urban planning to fully implement 
socialist utopian visions in the real-existing cities of communism. The final section of the book 
describes how every day life was experienced in these real-existing cities and how increasingly, 
regime legitimacy was weighed against urban quality of life. Each part contains an introductory 
chapter setting the scene, and a number of case studies, either on a particular city or on a 
specific theme across various cities. Apart from Eastern German cities, each part also provides a 
chapter on cities from elsewhere in the communist world. 

In the first part, 4 papers explore the way municipal policy makers, while formally subservient to 
central state organisations, tend to acquire a certain ‘space of manoeuvre’. First of all, in some 
instances, the central state had to tolerate local elites to take relatively independent initiatives in 
order  to respond to local needs and demands: local policy makers are important to underpin the 
general legitimation of the regime. Municipal actors could further expand their space of 
manoeuvre by creatively deploying their informal networks with actors operating at different 
scales. In the different stories, municipal actors appear as agile brokers between the local 
‘Grossbetrieb’ or state firm which often controlled important means, party leaders and 
administrators at the regional  or state level. 

The second part explores how urban planners and urban designers in particular were given 
latitude to develop their own professional expertise and deontology. The built environment 
acquired a central role in the improvement of the quality of life (not in the least because of the 
important housing task the GDR set for itself) and hence was of extreme importance for regime 
legitimation. Larger cities had their own urban planning offices and were often able to contest 
central state ideas and concepts; within the contours set by the plan, architects and planners 
were sometimes able to provide creative solutions and were even stimulated to do so if it 
concerned international or national prestige projects. However, in general, urban planners were 
unable to fully live up to the promises of the socialist city and hence this part demonstrates the 
unexpectedly great variety of planning approaches and concepts, not only within the GDR, but in 
the wider communist world.    

The final part documents everyday life in the cities of the GDR as the central field for the exercise 
and contestation of state power. Leisure time activities, often organised by state firms were 
destined to socialize citizens in the socialist society and increase their identification with their city 
and the state. However these organized leisure activities provided an over-controlled public 
sphere and alternative public spheres developed where critique could be voiced, although in 
ambiguous words. Indeed, while official communication still propagated a ‘future labourer’s 
paradise’, disappointment with a lagging consumption level and limited quality of life rapidly ate 



away support for the regime. Decreasing legitimacy was expressed in increasing individualization, 
the growth of subcultures and increasing contestation of environmental pollution and the 
degradation of inner cities.  

The book raises important questions about the relationship between the everyday, public life and 
political legitimation and the role urban planning has to play in it. In doing so, it transcends the 
particular context of the socialist GDR state and ties in with an emerging political institutionalist 
literature on western urban policies and planning (e.g. Le Galès, 2002; Kazepov, 2005; Van den 
Broeck, 2008) which critically explores how planning and urban design are deployed to intervene 
in everyday life (e.g. Huxley, 2002; Uitermark et al., 2007) and links urban planning with political 
struggles for legitimacy and hegemony (Loopmans, 2008; Loopmans et al., 2010).  However, this 
strand of literature, with references to strategic-relational state theory (Jessop, 2000), Michel 
Foucault’s work on governmentality, Gramsci’s writings on the integral state and neo-Weberian 
social theory, is not picked up in this volume. If this excellent and timely empirical analysis of 
hitherto underexplored subjects would have connected to these more theoretical debates, it 
would undoubtedly have moved them to a higher level.   
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